
 
  

The Scripps Math GE requirement may be satisfied in any one of the following 

ways: 

1. By passing a course at Scripps (either a class from the Math department or an 

approved statistics class (Psychology, Biology, or Economics departments) or an 

approved logic class (Philosophy departments)).  

2. By receiving a 4 or 5, with a corresponding high school course, on either the AP 

Calculus AB or the AP Calculus BC exam. 

3. By scoring sufficiently high on the Math GE Fulfillment Exam to enter Math 30 or a 

higher-level math course. (The Math GE Fulfillment Exam is administered during fall 

Orientation.) 

  

Self Placement : We would encourage any student to take at least one math class while in 

college. If you have started the calculus sequence (including precalculus), you can self-

place into a Calculus course based off your high school preparation. For more information on 

how to go about this please click here. 

  

GE Fulfillment Exam: A brief Math GE Information Session will take place in 

Garrison Auditorium at 8:30 AM on August 23, 2023, followed immediately by the 

Fulfillment Exam. (If you have further questions, we will be at the Academic Open 

House at 10:30 AM on August 23, 2023.) 

  

FAQ 

  

“What is the Fulfillment Exam?” 

“The Fulfillment Exam” is a misnomer; it is actually a choice of 4 different exams, each 

testing a different level of proficiency in single-variable calculus (beginning with 

trigonometry and precalculus). For example, the “30/31 Exam” tests on material from Math 

30 (Calculus 1, i.e. Differential Calculus) to see if you are prepared for Math 31 (Calculus 2). 

  

“Should I take the Fulfillment Exam?”  
There are several reasons why you might take the Fulfillment Exam. 
  

1. If you have had a calculus class in high school but did not receive a 4 or a 5 on an AP 

exam, you can take the Fulfillment Exam and potentially complete your Math 

GE requirement with a passing score. This is a good option for students who took IB 

classes or others who did not have the AP option. 

http://www.scrippscollege.edu/nspo/wp-content/uploads/sites/43/2022/07/Math-Self-placement-Guidelines-2022-1-1.pdf


2. If you are unsure where to self-place yourself into a mathematics course, the 

Fulfillment Exam can aid with placement advice. We will give a recommendation for 

your next calculus based on your Fulfillment exam scores. (Note: it is possible to score 

high enough for use to recommend Math 30 while not scoring high enough to fulfill 

the Math GE. Satisfying the Math GE by this exam is set at a higher bar.) You can also 

discuss placement with us during the Open House. Remember, you can self-place into 

any Math course, you do not need the Fulfillment Exam for placement. 

  

3. Depending on your eventual choice of major or minor (particularly in STEM fields), 

you may have a calculus requirement for that program. Your major/minor advisor 

might take your Fulfillment Exam score into consideration and waive their calculus 

requirement(s). (This is a matter for the major/minor department, so you would need 

to speak with an appropriate advisor.) 

  

“Should I prepare for the exam? How?” 

You should feel free to review material from your last math class, especially if it finished 

earlier than last spring. Calculators are not allowed at the Fulfillment Exam, so be sure you 

can work without one.  You should not attempt to test out of a class that you have not taken. 

At the same time, you should not try to take a lower-level exam hoping to do better. You 

will do your best on the material which you have had most recently. We understand that it 

may have been some months since you thought about your last math class, and the exams are 

scored with this in mind. 

  

“Can I take it again if I have a bad day?” 

You may take The Fulfillment Exam only once. The Fulfillment Exam is offered to you as a 

Math GE option during Orientation in the semester that you enter Scripps. If you start one 

version of the exam and change your mind, you will have time to switch to a different one. 

  

“But what if I disagree with your placement recommendation?” 

Remember, the Fulfillment exam is only assisting you with a recommendation for placement. 

If, for example, you have had a Calculus class and you think you are ready for Calculus 2, 

then we would encourage you to try Calc 2 (Math 31). (Check the self-assessment 

information here.) Also, you can speak to any faculty member of the Math Department, 

and we will help you with more personalized advice, for instance at the Open House. 
  

“What if you place me in a class higher than I want?” “I’ve been told that 

college calculus is different from high school and that I should always start with 

Calculus 1.” 

Honestly, we would rather you move on and learn new math while in college. We have 

found students who take a course they have already mastered often have trouble engaging 

http://www.scrippscollege.edu/nspo/wp-content/uploads/sites/43/2022/07/Math-Self-placement-Guidelines-2022-1-1.pdf


and don’t perform as well. If you have already taken a calculus class in high school, we do 

not want you to take our precalculus class (Math 23 – Transcendental Functions). Some 

review is nice, but not a full semester (or more!) of review. Try the higher-level course. If it 

is genuinely too challenging, it will not be difficult to drop down once the semester starts 

before the add/drop deadlines. Remember, the key to college is to learn new things and 

broaden your horizons! 
  

  

 


